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We enable our customers to imagine and create innovative solutions for their businesses. We are a technology company. The Part is Sized for Complicated Software The third-party Part should be perfectly fitting the required product. The part has a high density and complex shape, resulting in a complex shape of the insert. The Part has a very specific tolerance and is precisely designed. The Position
and the Size of the Part for the Hardware Installation The hole in the hardware installation is fixed, making this the most important location for installation. The hardware installation is the most complicated part of the entire installation process. The holes of the insert and the hole in the part are close to each other, leaving only little space to insert the insert, and this makes the installation a more timeconsuming and error-prone process. The Part has a Very High Local Thickness The insert has a non-standard thickness, such as 1 mm. This means that the insert has a different shape than the insert is designed for. In such a case, some plastic material of the insert has to be removed, and this means that the insert has to be cut, making this installation a more error-prone and time-consuming process.
Design the Part for Slight Misalignment The tolerance of the positioning of the insert is high. The insert is incorrectly positioned. The insert is correctly positioned but its size is too big. The Correct Tool Length The insert is correctly positioned. The insert is correctly sized. The insert is positioned correctly and its size is correctly applied. One-to-One Fit The insert is correctly positioned and correctly
sized. The Insert is not Present in the Blueprints The hole in the hardware installation is fixed. The part does not fit into the hole in the hardware installation. The part has a very high tolerance. The hole in the hardware installation is missing. The part has a complex shape. The part is sized for the wrong equipment. The Position and the Size 82157476af
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